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metastock pro charting, technical analysis, trading, and portfolio
management software are now available on the ipad, android and
mac. user-friendly, intuitive, and powerful, metastock for ipad is
the smartest and most efficient way to get to know the markets.

whether youre new to the markets or a seasoned trader,
metastock and metastock pro gives you complete control of your
trading and portfolio management. with metastock pro you can

trade and manage your portfolio in seconds. it is a complete
solution for the self-directed trader. metastock pro offers a full

range of trading and portfolio management tools to the individual
and small business. because metastock pro is completely

integrated with metastock, a world-class charting and technical
analysis software, youll be able to work with all of your metastock

pro data. available for windows, mac and linux, metastock pro
offers the most flexible charting and portfolio management tools

of any charting software. users can create custom indicators,
backtest and trade strategies, build portfolios, analyze charts, and
so much more. the metastock pro platform includes a full range of

charting and technical analysis tools to the individual and small
business. because metastock pro is completely integrated with

metastock, a world-class charting and technical analysis software,
youll be able to work with all of your metastock pro data.

metastock pro is the best charting software for the self-directed
trader, combining advanced charting tools with a full range of
analysis and portfolio management. whether youre new to the
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markets or a seasoned trader, metastock pro will give you
complete control of your trading and portfolio management.

Metastock Pro 12 Crack

metastock remains profitable and is profitable every year, both in
the u.s. and internationally. the company offers five year

subscription licenses, and every metastock license includes free
upgrades for a full five years. metas eod option is available to all
metastock users, and its other products are available at monthly
subscription rates. metastock is designed to be the best charting

software on the market, with powerful charting features, technical
analysis features and advanced charting capabilities. metas

trading software and financial analysis tools are user friendly and
offer an intuitive interface that can be used by both novice and

experienced traders. metas software gives you the ability to
backtest, scan and analyze the markets with confidence. our

charting software and financial analysis tools are designed for
active traders of all levels so they can backtest, scan and analyze

the markets with confidence. metastocks trading software and
market data are designed for active traders of all levels so they
can backtest, scan and analyze the markets with confidence.

capitalizing on technical analysis, our line of trading software and
market data are designed for active traders of all levels so they
can backtest, scan and analyze the markets with confidence.
metastock has been providing award-winning charting and

analysis tools for the self-directed trader for over 30 years. the
result is buy and sell signals you can count on. we have options
for day traders, swing traders and eod traders to trade stocks,

options, futures, forex and more. try metastock and we are
confident youll agree that its the best charting software available

to the private trader. 5ec8ef588b
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